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Q-2331

Intermediate

Basically
Quilt

52¾ X 52¾” (134 x 134 cm) 

FABRIC REQUIREMENT:
Fabrics from series „Basically Stof Pre-Cuts", 
„Basically” and „Quilters Shadow”, both 44” 
(112 cm) wide and „Sevilla Shot”, 59” (150 cm) 
wide.

OTHER SUPPLIES:
Batting: Matilda’s Own 99M400, 100% Cotton, 94” (240 cm) wide  57" (1,45 m)
   
In addition: 
Inch ruler.
Matching sewing and quilting thread.

The Basics: Whenever this symbol  appears in the directions, you will find a detailed
explanation for ”Basic Sewing” in the website www.stoffabrics.com under Inspiration.

CUTTING :
¼" (0,75 cm) seam allowance is included.

Fabric B: 7 Strips   2 x 44" 
  Recut into 144 squares 2 x 2".

Fabric C & D: from each 3 Strips 1½ x 44”
  Recut into 72 squares 1½ x 1½". 

Fabric E: 5 Strips   2¾ x 44" (7 x 112 cm) Binding

Danish Design
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A    SCP10-01
1 pcs

E      4512-828
18" (45 cm)

B      4512-820
18" (45 cm)

F      2758-024
61" (1,55 m)

C      4516-903
8 " (20 cm)

D      4516-908 
8” (20 cm)

SEWING OF QUILT TOP:    Seam allowance is 1/4” (0,75 cm).

Take your Stof Charm Pack 10 x 10".
For this quilt not all squares are used. On page 4 you can see which squares are taken out and 
not used. You can mix your colours as you prefer. 

Each block is matching tone in tone, having half part being lighter and other half being darker in 
same tone. See for instance above green block. Note: the matching blocks can be identical as 
the yellow blocks or the halves of the blocks are mixed as the purple blocks, see layout page 4.

Take the squares which you like for
your blocks and cut them twice into
smaller squares of 5 x 5".

Now take two squares in two fabrics
for one block.

Next take four light grey squares in 
fabric B for the corners and two
dark squares in both fabric C and D 
for the center. 

All squares in fabric B-D must on the 
back side of the fabric be drawn 
with a diagonal line from one corner 
to another. 

5 x 5" 5 x 5”

5 x 5” 5 x 5”

5 x 5" 5 x 5”

5 x 5” 5 x 5”

Squares 2 x 2"
in fabric B

Squares 
1½ x 1½"
in fabric
C & D 
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As shown on previous page a block has four squares, two darker and two lighter. At each 
square a light grey square in fabric B must be joined at one corner. And at the opposite corner a 
small dark square must be joined. 

The darkest small squares in fabric C must be placed on the darker squares
of the block and the darker small square in fabric D must be placed at the 
lighter squares.
Note: some fabrics have orientation. Be carefull how to place the squares 
if you like the lines to have same orientation after sewing. 

With right sides together place the squares at the corners and sew along the drawn line (1.).

Cut away the triangles at the corners (2.). Cut so
seam allowance will be ¼” (0,75 cm).
And fold back the triangles (3.). 

For each block join one square more like this. 
And then join triangles in two darker squares.

Join these four squares into a block, see sketch.

Totally join 36 blocks.
If necessary trim the blocks.

Place the blocks as layout on page 4 or as you prefer. 

With right sides together join each block into rows.  
Afterwards join the rows. The quilt top is now created.

QUILTING AND BINDING:

Layer top, batting and backing in fabric F and baste the pieces.

Quilt as you prefer by hand or by machine . 

Sew hanging sleeve in fabric F and place under top binding in fabric E .  

We wish you much success and pleasure with our fabrics and pattern.
Your Team from stoffabrics.

1. 2. 3.

Dark squares
+ Dark triangles
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Binding is 
fabric E

Squares which are not used in above quilt:


